Today you will be receiving a practise sheet for your Cells end of unit test. We will take this sheet up three periods from now. Your test will be three periods from then.

You are to come to class, three periods from now, with your completed practise sheet. If you do not, you will be asked to continue working on it in the hallway while the rest of the class takes up and discusses their answers.

Following the take up of the practise sheet, you will have one week to study before starting your test. This will give you plenty of time and opportunity to seek help or clarification PRIOR to the test.

The test will be similar in format to the tests you wrote in grade 7.
Cells Unit Test

Here is a list of topics that we covered (will cover) in this unit. All of these things could appear on your unit test.

- Characteristics of Living Things
- Cell Theory
- Components of a Cell - Organelles, and their Functions
- Microscope Use
- Plant vs Animal Cells
- How Cells Get Energy
- Cell Processes - Diffusion, Osmosis, Mitosis
- Needs of Single Celled and Multicellular Organisms
- Diseases, Specifically Cancer
- Tissues, Organs, Organ Systems
- How Technology Helps us Understand Cells
- The Pros and Cons of Manipulating Cells

Please take a copy of the practise sheet. You have the remainder of class to work on it. We will take it up _________________.

Be sure to come see me if there is anything you do not understand.